Developers face new challenges with multi-core software development. The first of these challenges is a significant productivity burden particular to parallel programming. A big contributor to this burden is the relative difficulty of tracking down data races, which manifest nondeterministically. The second challenge is parallelizing applications so that they effectively scale with new core counts and the inevitable enhancement and evolution of the instruction set. This is a new and subtle change to the benefit of backwards compatibility inherent in Intel ® Architecture (IA): performance may not scale forward with new micro-architectures and, in some cases, may regress. We assert that forward-scaling is an essential requirement for new programming models, tools, and methodologies intended for multi-core software development.
INTRODUCTION
The data parallel style of programming [3] [9] [10] [15] is best encapsulated in programming models in which collections of data elements are operated on en masse using various operators. For example, if a programmer wishes to sum the elements of two vectors (or matrices, trees, or sets) together, she simply writes an expression that adds these collections free of the bookkeeping and overhead typically associated with threaded programming (i.e., A = B + C).
Lately, data parallelism has (re-)emerged as an important topic in multi-core application development for a number of important technical reasons. First, many algorithms, including much of what is considered "low-hanging fruit," are appropriately characterized as data parallel in nature. Second, data parallel programming models offer the elusive, yet highly desirable, property of determinism, which effectively eliminates data races as a class of programmer errors. Put simply, this means that the programmer writes code that behaves the same way regardless of the number of cores on which it is executed. Third, data parallel programming models are generally highly portable, offering the possibility of building parallel applications that adapt to new micro-architectures. Another highly prized characteristic of data parallel programming models is a predictable and relatively simple performance model. This allows the programmer to consider performance in software design without focusing on the specifics of the underlying architecture. A related consequence of this characteristic is that data parallel algorithms provide a means to future-proof applications.
As previously mentioned, a significant challenge to programming for multi-core architectures is forwardscaling performance in applications on evolving multicore architecture. The performance of parallel applications is very sensitive to core count, vector ISA width (e.g., SSE), core-to-core latencies, memory hierarchy design, and synchronization costs 1 . Software development tools must abstract these variations so that software performance continues to reap the benefits of Moore's law. The built-in performance model of data parallel programming naturally accomplishes this. Figure  1 illustrates how a compiled Ct binary can dynamically be reoptimized for these changing parameters.
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Figure 1: Forward scaling with Ct
An important goal of Ct is to extend the benefits of data parallel programming to less structured task parallel programming. We also aim to address highly objectoriented application designs. Because of this, we have developed a set of technologies to go well beyond basic data parallelism. For example, the underlying model of parallelism used by Ct is a sophisticated implementation of fine-grained concurrency and synchronization that we can progressively expose through the evolving Ct API.
In the next section of our paper we describe key factors and trends driving modern software development and how they are impacted by multi-core programming. Following that, we describe parallel programming models and show 1 These are not necessarily orthogonal parameters.
where data parallelism lives from a taxonomic point of view. We then describe the Ct API and its implementation in detail and conclude with examples of Ct in action for typical algorithms.
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT DRIVERS
Software development takes fundamentally different processes and paths in different market segments. We believe that it is essential to understand these variations to adequately solve multi-core development challenges.
These are the key factors driving the adoption of parallel programming for multi-core architecture:
• Productivity: In most market segments, programmer productivity is a major factor in adopting new methodologies for programming, regardless of the benefits. Programmer productivity directly impacts cost and time-to-market, the latter of which is often driven by seasonal milestones. Productivity is adversely impacted by (newly introduced) parallelism-related bugs, performance tuning, and porting to increasingly parallel architectures.
• Performance. Raw performance, as measured directly by frame rate in a game or indirectly as new features enabled, is a first-order concern for most ISVs. However, there is frequently (though not always) tradeoffs against productivity-driven metrics like time-to-market.
• Incremental adoption. It is probably unreasonable to expect a company with an investment in several hundreds of thousands (or even millions) of lines of code to rewrite this code completely for parallelism. Rather, incremental adoption of parallelism features is the most likely scenario for the typical software developer. This carries with it several interoperability burdens: legacy binary libraries, existing code, and legacy threading APIs. For example, many developers use OpenMP or MPI to parallelize their code. It is paramount that new bridging technologies for parallel computing work well with these components.
• Object-oriented design methodologies: These can be viewed as another legacy interoperability issue, but their uniqueness and pervasiveness warrants separate consideration. In the last couple of decades, highly abstracted, objected-oriented programming styles have prevailed in the general software engineering community. The reasons are obvious: increasing abstraction levels facilitate more generic programming methods that increase code reusability. In many instances (C++, for example), programmers have found unexpected ways to use highly abstracted libraries through template meta-programming (Ct In the next section, we describe how to characterize programming models in a way that serves this requirement.
DATA PARALLELISM BASICS
Parallel programming takes on many flavors. Traditionally, parallel programming models have been compared using dimensions such as message passing versus shared memory, or task (or control) versus data parallelism. However, the portability and expressive power of a particular manifestation of a programming model can transcend these issues. For example, some programming models are amenable to implementation on both shared memory and message passing systems. Also, many algorithms can be equally expressed using either task or data parallelism.
Despite the numerous formal and informal attempts to classify parallel programming models in this vein, we have chosen to measure success by specifically addressing the issues we raised in the previous sections. Our goal is to demonstrate all of these characteristics in our design:
• Expressive power. This is the ability to succinctly express different parallel algorithms in a model. For example, task parallel models support data parallel algorithms, though data parallel models cannot easily express some forms of task parallel algorithms. For a given application class, one style of programming model is likely to be prevalent.
• Determinism. A deterministic model has no possibility of data races introduced by the programmer, eliminating this new class of bugs. This directly impacts programmer productivity, though tools may mitigate this.
• Performance transparency. At the lexical level, it is possible to predict performance to varying degrees of accuracy. This often has a greater impact on programmer productivity, as it requires significant effort and low-level architectural understanding to tune performance on highly parallel architectures.
• Portability. Architectural portability is closely related to the requirements for forward-scaling multi-core applications. As the core count is scaled in multi-core architectures and new ISA enhancements are introduced, portable models are necessary to reliably leverage these features.
Expressive Power
Data parallel programming models allow the programmer to specify parallelism implicitly as operators on collections of data. For example, if a programmer wants to add to arrays of data in element-wise fashion, a data parallel programming model would be able to find parallelism roughly proportional to the amount of data in each array. So, if the arrays have 1,000 elements each, this comprises 1,000 independent (and potentially parallel) operations. To perform this computation, the data parallel model's implementation may choose to use parallel threads or tasks and vector instructions at its discretion.
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In the early days (the 60s and 70s) of parallel computing, this style of data parallelism was prevalent in languages like APL [3] [15] and in the loop-y programming styles of Fortran (where the compiler did the heavy lifting with little guidance from the programmer).
The typical base data type in a data parallel programming model is an array or vector. Sometimes, these can be multi-dimensional. This has been the cornerstone of most models, but it can limit expressiveness. For example, flat or multi-dimensional vector-based models were most readily useful for dense linear algebra and signal or image processing applications. Moreover, complex computation patterns, like recursive subdivision or divide-and-conquer, were severely constrained in these models. Still, a large swath of applications found these models useful.
The key to broadening the applicability of data parallel models is to become more generically "collectionoriented." That is, by adding more types of collections that are supportable, the model becomes more expressive. For example, in the late 80s and early 90s, APL2 [4] [14] and Nesl [11] [18] added support for segmented vectors (see also [17] for a latter day example), which allowed the programmer to represent both irregular data structures and control flow. Per the former, sparse linear algebra was productively programmed using Nesl. Per the latter, divide-and-conquer algorithms like quicksort and quickhull were easily programmed. Paralation Lisp [19] and CM-Lisp [12] 
Determinism
The data parallel model generally relies on a compiler and/or runtime to manage task creation and usage of vector instruction; there is no explicit thread spawning or synchronization necessary, so data races are non-existent as far as the programmer is concerned. Though the data parallel model can provide fairly sophisticated data movement and communication primitives, it preserves this model.
For example, Ct provides many collective communication primitives, including the ability to perform a sum reduction on a vector. This entails summing all elements of the vector in parallel, which requires re-associating the computation. However, the programmer need only specify the reduction operator and leave the necessary threading and synchronization to the runtime. When considering nested or indexed vectors, the semantics of the operator are much more complex, but the programmer's view is as simple as a flat vector reduction.
Performance Transparency
Though the data parallel model constrains expressiveness somewhat, this property and its high-level abstraction bespeak a relatively predictable performance model. When programming with threads and lower-level synchronization constructs, it is difficult to predict when serialization (intended and unintended) will happen. Moreover, it is extremely difficult to predict memoryrelated performance issues, since predicting the volume of data accessed and any potential conflicts between threads is often rendered intractable by the high level of abstraction used in modern software.
Operations on collections have the desirable properties that the programmer can predict relative performance behaviors based on collection size and operation complexity. For example, a 1,000 by 1,000 element 2 dimensional matrix generally introduces up to 1,000,000-way parallelism, meaning that for up to thousands of hardware threads, the computation is likely to be able to profitably scale. Furthermore, a collective communication primitive is likely to engender more synchronization than an element-wise operation (which often optimizes away to no synchronization). Though the exact performance is still difficult to predict, these higher-level tradeoffs allow the programmer to make good algorithmic choices.
Portability
Data parallel models have been mapped to a wide range of architectures, from massively parallel distributed memory architectures, to shared memory multi-processors, to deeply pipelined vector supercomputers, to GPUs. This portability is critical to the matching software requirements for evolving multi-core architecture.
This evolution is following several paths. First, the core count will increase, requiring ever increasing amounts of parallelism. Second, non-uniformity of memory access time between cores is increasing, meaning that typical memory access latencies will exhibit high variance to predict unless data partitioning is done carefully. Somewhat related to these two considerations, relative core-to-core synchronization costs will change, requiring re-optimization of code to make the best hide-related latencies. Third, we expect the instruction set improvements to continue, requiring quick adaptation to these enhancements.
The resiliency of data parallel models in many different operating environments is evidence of its ability to adapt to these changes. In particular, the programmer can expect that an algorithm written in a data parallel style will scale across generations of multi-core architectures, using evermore cores and leveraging newer and wider vector ISAs while avoiding the pitfalls of unintended serialization through the memory hierarchy.
CT Brief Ct Overview
Ct is a data parallel programming environment with predictable syntax based on C++ that provides distinct semantics and performance [6] .
Unique among commercial data parallel programming models, Ct implements a nested data parallel model based on work on Nesl [18] and Paralation Lisp [19] . Ct's nested data parallelism enables a far broader set of collections to be represented. For example, sparse matrices and trees are very difficult to represent in flat data parallel or streaming models. However, these fall out naturally in a nested data parallel model. Also, common divide-and-conquer algorithms, for example, KD-tree construction and sorting, are very difficult to express using flat data parallel and streaming models. These are readily expressed using nested data parallelism. Nested data parallel computations generally do not port efficiently to GPUs and streaming architectures, but they run efficiently on multi-core IA.
Unlike many of its data-parallel brethren, Ct also supports deterministic task parallelism on multi-core IA (inspired by [16] ). Determinism guarantees that program behavior is identical, on one core or many cores. This essentially eliminates an entire class of programmer errors-data races.
TVECs
The basic type in Ct is a generic vector type, called TVEC. TVECs are allocated and managed in a segregated memory space that is accessible only by Ct operators, to ensure the safety of parallel operation on vectors. TVEC is polymorphic in terms of its base types and shapes.
The base types of TVECs are drawn from a set of typical pre-defined scalar (or value) types. Examples of base types include I32 (32-bit integer), I64 (64-bit integer), F32 (Float), F64 (Double), and Bool (Boolean). In future, Ct will also support the Bit type and user-defined base types, for example, C struct-like base type, TSTRUCT, and the C array-like base type, TUPLE, for more complicated application scenarios.
A TVEC may be declared as follows:
TVEC<F32> prices(option_prices, num_options);
TVEC<I8> red(image, length, 4/*stride*/);
The TVEC constructor copies data explicitly from the unmanaged C/C++ memory to the managed vector space, in the form of either plain element-wise copy, or the strided memory copy (red in the example above takes one byte from every four of the data stream). There are also exceptional cases when it is not preferable to copy the data all at once (because of long latency) or we do not want to copy at all. Thus, there are several TVEC traits that may be applied, including Stream for copying data in a streaming fashion, or Direct for not copying. Constant TVECs may also be constructed by factory methods. For example, an identity matrix, in the form of TVEC2D (a TVEC derivative for matrices), may be created as follows:
Nested data parallelism is a distinguished property for programming irregular data structures and algorithms.
TVECs assume a number of shapes, including flat, multidimensional, irregular nested, and indexed forms. For example, a matrix TVEC could be constructed as follows:
TVEC2D<F32> matrix(data, width, height);
TVECs may also be associated with certain accuracy attributes, which may allow experienced programmers to influence the compiler's code generation. For example:
TVEC<F32, Default, 2/*ulp*/> data;
... = sqrt(data);
The above TVEC declaration specifies 2 ulp (units-in-thelast-place) as the tolerable accuracy threshold, which gives a hint to the compiler that the square root operator may be translated into a simpler code sequence with lower-order polynomials and less fix-up code. However, if 0.5 ulp is specified, the compiler may generate a more complicated code sequence that might be up to 60+% slower on some architectures.
When the computation on TVECs is completed, the computed results may be transferred back to the unmanaged space through the copyOut primitive.
Ct Operators
The only operators allowed on TVECs are Ct operators. Ct operators are functionally pure (free of side effects). That is, TVECs are passed around by value, and each Ct operator logically returns a new TVEC. For example:
This property guarantees the safety of parallelism and the aggressive optimizations that make parallelism efficient.
The Ct API provides a broad range of Ct operators with rich functionalities. Operator overloading is used extensively to support a programming style, based on C++, particularly for the arithmetic, bitwise, and logical/comparison operators. For example, the '*' operator in the above example is overloaded to the TVEC multiply operator.
Basically Ct operators can be categorized into elementwise/vector-scalar, collective communication, and permutation operators.
Element-wise/vector-scalar operators are typically referred to as "embarrassingly" parallel, requiring no interactions between the computations on each vector element. An example of an element-wise operation is the addition of two vectors:
TVEC<F32> A = B + C; //"+" resolves to ctAdd
Note that this code generically performs an element-wise addition of two vectors, regardless of the "shape" of the two vectors (i.e., their length, dimensionality, irregularity).
Collective communication operators tend to provide distilled computations over entire vectors and are highly A permutation operator in Ct is any operator that requires moving data from its original position to a different position. An example is the gather operation, which uses an index array to collect values of a vector in a particular order; and the scatter operator does the reverse. Permutations run the gamut, from arbitrary permutations with arbitrary collisions (occurring when two values want to reside in the same location) to well-structured and predictable permutations where no collisions can occur. For collisions, it is recommended that programmers make use of the collective communication operators. An example of a well-structured (and efficient) permutation operator is pack, which uses a flag vector to select values from a vector in the source vector order. With proper hardware support on multi-core IA, these operators can be implemented fairly efficiently. In contrast, these operators could not be implemented efficiently on constrained architectures (for example, most GPUs do not efficiently support scatter operations).
Besides these built-in operators, Ct also supports generic user-defined operators through Ct functions. As implied by their name, Ct functions define a block of code that is applicable to a collection of vectors, which allows programmers to define new generic operators or functions for repeated application (mitigating compilation overhead). The following code defines a Ct function that performs a fused multiply-add: We use a map operator that takes as arguments the Ct function pointer and three vector arguments to apply this function in an element-wise manner: map(fma, ta, tb, tc)
The implementation of the map operator employs compile-time type inference to prevent programmers from specifying improper arguments, such as TVEC<I32> (which is not conformant to this function's definition), or wrong numbers of arguments. Just like C/C++ routines, Ct functions are composable, greatly extending Ct's expressiveness.
Nested Vectors
Ct's support for nested vectors is a generalization that allows a greater degree of flexibility than is otherwise found in most data parallel models. TVECs may be flat vectors or regular multi-dimensional vectors. They also may be nested vectors of varying length, which allows for very expressive coding of irregular algorithms, such as other variants of sparse matrix representations, or byproducts of divide-and-conquer algorithms. Figure 2 also illustrates the Ct execution model. The core of Ct-enabled applications is the use of Ct-based data structures and algorithms. In addition, Ct Application Libraries are a set of well-optimized higher-level APIs aiming to boost programmers' productivity for Tera-scale applications such as image processing, linear algebra, and physics simulation. The Ct libraries can be compiled by stock C++ compilers, such as Visual C++, Intel ® C/C++, and Gnu C/C++ compilers, into an IA binary that is able to run on all multi-core IA platforms. This binary comprises of either IA32 or Intel ® 64 Architecture instructions, which also include calls to the Ct Dynamic Engine. During the execution of the binary, the Ct Dynamic Engine is launched and provides the services essential to performance and forward-scaling. More specifically, the three major services are the Threading Runtime (TRT), Memory Manager (MM), and Just-InTime (JIT) compiler. In particular, the TRT and JIT (especially the vector abstraction we will introduce called VIP) provide the basis for forward scaling across IA.
IMPLEMENTING CT FOR FORWARD-SCALING
The Threading Runtime
The first key to forward-scaling is to dynamically adapt to new architectural characteristics. Threading and synchronization overhead is likely to change between processor generations, necessitating an ability to both select the task granularity and synchronization method dynamically. In fact, our approach is to isolate the architecture-dependent components of the Ct runtime to dynamically loaded libraries. Another aspect of forwardscaling is that data set sizes are likely to scale in the long run, but are generally unpredictable in phases of computation, especially for client applications such as games. In this case, the amount of data being processed is highly scene and gameplay dependent. As such, the runtime must be able to adapt its threading strategy to variable data sets.
The TRT provides a fine-grained threading model that is used to implement both data parallel and task parallel constructs. The underlying building block for this model is a future, which under the runtime semantics may represent a suspended closure or thunk (i.e., a function pointer and an argument list representing a potentially parallel function application), a thunk computation in flight, or a computed value (representing a successfully evaluated thunk). A handle to a future essentially represents a dependency on that suspended thunk's evaluation. This is inspired by the techniques for expressing and managing parallelism presented in [7] [8] . Using this mechanism, many complex fine-grained synchronization patterns may be expressed; however, the TRT facilitates fine-grained synchronizations via a building block called a join. A join can be used to express a range of logical combinations of synchronization dependencies.
The TRT uses additional primitives called bulkspawns and bulkjoins, which essentially represent mapped future spawns and joins on collection-oriented arguments. Bulkspawn operations dynamically partition the collection into the right number of fine-grained tasks interlinked with fine-grained synchronizations. This is key to adapting to the core count and utilization, as well as cache footprint.
The Memory Manager
The Ct MM automatically manages the segregated Ct vector space. As such, it provides a set of lock-free memory allocation interfaces, as well as a referencecounting-based garbage collector to reclaim dead vectors automatically. The MM is responsible for allocated data format and, in conjunction with the TRT, partitions vectors for parallel operations (i.e., the TRT bulkspawn operations).
The Compiler
The Ct compiler has a slightly unconventional structure, notably in its dynamic nature. When executing Ct API calls, the dynamic engine constructs intermediate representations of the computation, deferring actual execution (and further optimization) until later. "Later" is bounded by the necessity to copy values back into native C/C++ space, though the engine may decide to compile code at intermediate steps, such as when back edges in control flow (i.e., loops) are detected. This intermediate representation (IR) building is the default mode of Ct code execution for new paths in the program. Otherwise, cached code is executed if the path followed is in the "Code Cache," or a cached IR is augmented.
Once the compiler is invoked, several phases with distinct objectives are invoked: the High-Level Optimizer (HLO), the Low-Level Optimizer (LLO), and the VIP Code Generator (VCG).
The HLO phase [5] performs architecture-and runtimeindependent optimizations, such as sub-primitive decomposition (breaking up data parallel operators into more primitive patterns of parallelism), fusion (essential to coarsening the fine-grained concurrency of the Ct model as much as possible), scalarization, common subexpression elimination, and copy propagation. These optimizations are all possible without introducing the details of run-time memory allocation and shape checks. This is left to LLO.
The LLO phase is still architecture independent, but unlike HLO, LLO does runtime-dependent optimizations. It has three primary objectives: 1) generate parallelized kernels using the TRT; 2) translate the optimized kernels (spawned in the TRT) into proper vectorized code; 3) generate architecture-independent representations, which we call the Virtual Intel ® Platform, or VIP. Much of the difficulty of implementing and optimizing collective communication [1] and segmented operators [2] is deferred to this phase. VIP is an abstract instruction set that is based on IA32/Intel 64 Architecture, but that uses a generalized vector ISA to defer binding to a particular generation of SSE as late as possible.
One of the challenges we face for forward-scaling is the near certainty of SSE extensions and enhancements. Figure 3 shows the evolution of Intel SIMD ISA. The number of instructions has been increasing at the pace of 30 instructions per year on average since the introduction of MMX™ technology in 1996. Meanwhile, the data width of vector registers was also increased from 64 bits to 128 bits, and it can be reasonably expected to increase further at some point in the future. This is driven by the need to increase performance in the most power efficient way and extending SIMD ISA is one such mechanism. VIP, as a virtual ISA of the Ct Dynamic Engine, is designed to hide changes in SIMD ISA, and, via VCG, provide future-proof performance to Ct applications. The VCG phase is a state-of-the-art backend for VIP that dynamically selects the appropriate target ISA. The dynamic compilation approach, especially the VIP layer, provides smooth migration paths to future SSE and IA-based SIMD instruction sets.
CT IN ACTION
In this section, we walk through some examples to demonstrate how Ct boosts the productivity and performance for a variety of application domains. We take a step-by-step approach, to make clear some guidelines for porting to Ct. In particular, we provide rules of thumb for translating sequential code to Ct code.
Black-Scholes
Option pricing is a computation-hungry, important application in modern financial engineering. BlackScholes is a well-accepted analytical model for European option pricing. We use it here as an exemplar for C/C++ to Ct migration. The code below shows the sequential C code. 4 TVEC<T> d1 = S / ln(X); 5 d1 += (R + V * V * 0.5f) * T; 6 d1 /= sqrt(T); 7 TVEC<T> d2 = d1 -sqrt(T);
8 TVEC<T> result = X * exp(R * T) * 9 ( 1.0f -CND(d2)) + (-S) * (1.0f -CND(d1));
The only differences are these:
• Ct needs to include the ct.h header file (line 0).
• Ct adds the TVEC declarations (line 3).
• Ct exempts programmers from having to manipulate arrays with loops and subscripts (lines 3-9).
• The Ct version co-exists well with C++'s parametric polymorphism, allowing the code to be instantiated with different types T.
The desirable tradeoff here is that the coding overhead is small when migrating to Ct, but you get highly efficient vectorized, parallelized, and forward-scaling code. In contrast, a manually vectorized version using MMX/SSE intrinsics has 51 lines of code, and the manual parallelization using threads requires an additional 20+ lines of code. When the underlying hardware or OS changes, you may need to modify the code to use new instrinsics and change the number of threads or the threading primitives (e.g., pthreads).
The code below shows how a Cumulative Normal Distribution function, CND, is implemented in C and Ct, respectively. Though the C code can be translated into Ct easily, we use a Ct Application Library function, Ct::Polynomial::eval, to accelerate the polynomial evaluation. Our data show that for a 5 th -order polynomial, the optimized Ct library yields ~3X speedup over the naïve implementation with negligible precision loss. 
Convolution
Convolution is a widely used function in many application domains ranging from signal/image processing to statistics, to geophysics. Compared with the very parallel Black-Scholes, the computation pattern of Convolution is slightly trickier. In particular, programmers have several mechanisms at their disposal and we will explore the tradeoffs between these approaches. Figure 4 is a typical 1D convolution algorithm, where y is a data set, and x is a kernel sliding through the data set. The code below gives the C implementation 4 . As compared to Figure 4 , you may find this loop structure is more complicated and the array access pattern is more irregular (particularly y[i -j] on Line 5). Our first question is how to map the two-level loops to TVECs. Obviously we want to abstract the data set, y, to be a TVEC. In this regard, we peel the outer loop and change all the occurrences of y to Y, as shown below. This porting is straightforward but we can't claim this solution is ideal for performance, because the gather operator is expensive on most architectures. Experienced Ct programmers, when understanding the algorithm, may resort to a more lightweight operator, shiftPermute. If you look at Figure 4 from a different perspective, that is, the kernel x is fixed while the data set y is sliding leftward, the result is equivalent. The optimized implementation is shown in the code below. It is worthwhile to mention that the Ct implementation can be extended to 2D convolutions with minimal effort.
Rule of Thumb II:
for ( 
Sparse Matrix Vector Product (SMVP)
Linear algebra, particularly matrix operations, is quite common in high-performance computing, physics simulation, aspects of machine learning, and many Recognition, Mining, and Synthesis (RMS) applications. Sparse matrices are extremely useful for cases where the particular algebraic formulation of a problem sparsely populates elements in the matrix with meaningful values.
An example is large-scale physics simulations. In such cases, the logical size of a dense matrix might be 100s of megabytes, where a sparse matrix representation that only stores non-zero matrix elements would perhaps only hold 1 megabyte of data. Unlike dense matrices, whose control paths and data access patterns are highly predictable, sparse matrices are much more hard in terms of the diversity of data structures and the irregularity of algorithms. In this section, we use a common kernel in gaming and RMS applications, Sparse Matrix Vector Product (SMVP), to demonstrate how a sparse matrix multiplied by a vector is implemented with Ct.
We use a Compressed Sparse Column (CSC) format. The basic idea of CSC is to only store the non-zero elements of the matrix in the column order, and with each non-zero element, the programmer also stores the row index. Consider the sparse matrix below. The matrix is stored as three arrays:
• nz_mval: the nonzero values, in column major order.
• row_idx: the row indices for nonzero values.
• col_ptr: the column pointers. col_ptr [i] tell the values of the i-th column start from which index into the nz_mval array). The schema for computing the SMVP is shown below. It is worth observing some of the computing patterns to comprehend the implications for porting to Ct:
• The two-level loops are more irregular than the aforementioned examples. Typically this kind of loop structure can be mapped to a two-level nested vector, as shown below Rule of Thumb IV:
Experimental Results
We measured the performance of Ct and sequential C implementations of representative data parallel operators and a set of real-world applications on an Intel ® Xeon ® processor E5345 5 platform (two 2.33GHz quad-core processors, 4GB memory), and plotted the speedup of Ct over C in Figure 5 and Figure 6 . To present the benefits from the JIT compiler optimizations and the TRT separately, we configured Ct to run with different numbers of cores. The C implementations are compiled with Visual C++ 2005 compiler. Figure 5 compares Ct's performance vs. C (compiled with O3-level optimizations on the Intel C Compiler) for a few key operators. These are common building blocks in many-core applications, though their use and mix is varied. It provides a reasonable baseline for assessing scalability based on the mix of Ct operators in your application. These operators can be categorized into two classes: add, max, sqrt, and exp belong to element-wise operators, while addReduce and addScan are collective communication operators.
The Ct implementations of almost all element-wise operators achieve 7-8X scalability when adding the 5 Intel processor numbers are not a measure of performance. Processor numbers differentiate features within each processor family, not across different processor families. See www.intel.com/products/processor_number for details. number of cores from 1 to 8. When considering only one core, the Ct Compiler's aggressive vectorization also makes significant difference:
• For add, Ct generated code achieves 2X speedup against a scalar implementation. Given SSE's vector width is 4, and the vectorized code is mixed with a lot of scalar code, the speedup is quite reasonable.
• For max, the Ct implementation takes advantage of SSE's max instructions, however, the C version uses control flow (e.g., a > b ? a : b) that are more challenging to vectorize. Thus the speedup reaches up to 11X.
• For sqrt, Ct generated code leverages SSE's sqrt instruction, while the C code relies on slow C runtime library implementation. As such, the Ct implementation achieves a significant speedup of 42X.
• SSE doesn't have direct support for exp. However, Ct still generates highly efficient SSE code sequence, based on a look-up table and interpolation-based method that outperforms the C runtime library-based implementation by 15X.
Unlike element-wise operators that are embarrassingly parallel, collective communication operators have more complicated inter-thread communication patterns. In the meantime, the collective operators also impose challenges on local code vectorization.
• The addReduce operator performs the summation of all elements of a vector. The Ct implementation achieves totally 93X speedup over the scalar implementation, where 12X comes from vectorization.
• The addScan operator requires more complicated communication patterns. Again, the speedup achieved by our optimized code is as high as 31X, where 5X is from code vectorization.
In the future, Ct's adaptive compilation strategy will play an even more important role when new, throughputoriented ISA extensions emerge (such as mask, cast/conversion, swizzle/shuffle, and gather/scatter). The applications being studied are listed in the table below. These span applications from high-performance computing, financial computing, image processing, through physics simulation. Black-Scholes, Binomial Tree, and Monte Carlo Simulation are three widely used option pricing models, 2D Convolution is a typical signal processing kernel, and the Narrow-Phase Collision Detection is a compute-intensive component of gaming physics. Figure 6 shows Ct's performance on Core 2 Quad machines, as compared to plain C code and hand-compiler tuned SSE code (using SSE intrinsics). The figure also indicates that Ct code has good scalability when increasing the number of cores from 1 to 8. For single-thread performance, Ct achieves a speedup as high as 10X for Black-Scholes. Black-Scholes relies heavily on the performance of transcendental functions, namely exp, log, rcp and sqrt. SSE does provide efficient support for rcp and sqrt, while lacking support for exp and log. Typically, programmers fall back to a scalar loop and call corresponding C runtime functions for each element. Even though the rest of the program is well vectorized, the overall speedup of SSE over C is only 1.1X. Ct's 10X speedup is mainly attributed to JIT's use of vectorized implementation of such transcendental functions.
Monte Carlo Simulation has a 15.5X Ct-over-C speedup. Two factors contribute to the 8X speedup: first, Ct has a very fast, vectorized implementation of random number generator, while C has to resort to the C runtime function, rand; second, Monte Carlo Simulation heavily uses two transcendental functions, sin and cos, where Ct also has very efficient SSE-based implementations. Consequently, the speedup achieved by SSE is only 7.7X.
Single threaded Ct for Binomial Tree and Convolution achieve only 3.7X and 4.7X speedup, respectively, which is not surprising given that the two applications are not arithmetic intensive. Their SSE versions are slightly faster because the Visual C++ compiler uses a static compilation strategy that makes more aggressive optimizations affordable. An interesting note is that Binomial Tree suffers from many floating point underflow exceptions. Ct allows specifying lower numerical precision requirements. This enables the Ct Compiler to generate code under "flush-to-zero" mode, which speeds up the performance further by 3-4X. For cases when lower accuracy is not tolerable, we may specify F64 (namely double) as the base type of TVEC. Although the SIMD data width is reduced to half, the underflow exceptions are totally removed, which speeds up the performance of the TVEC<F32> version by 2.5X. It is trivial for Ct programmers to get the speedup because only TVEC declarations are changed (i.e., they do not have to change a single line of code). Note that this graph shows the performance when running the same Ct binary with different hardware configurations. Looking forward, Ct provides nice forward scalability. Note that relatively inexperienced C/C++ programmers can get these performance benefits (nearly) for free on stock machines. Porting C implementations to their Ct counterparts takes minor effort, and the Lines-of-Code of the two implementations are almost 1:1.
CONCLUSION
Future-proofing algorithms for multi-core architectures is an important way to continue to reap the performance benefits of Moore's Law scaling. Data parallel programming models offer a promising abstraction to use for forward-scaling, but it is often limited by too-narrowly defined types and operators. This severely limits the scope of applicability for such models. In Ct, we are attempting to build a system that delivers a more general data parallel (indeed, a deterministic task parallel) model while providing the essential framework for forward-scaling.
A serious challenge is acknowledging the realities of modern software development methods and assuring compatibility with legacy code and programming methodologies. We believe that using the Ct Dynamic Engine's particular flavor of adaptive compilation and run-time is the most effective way to extract chains of performance code without seriously compromising the language design or the large software investment by developers. More radical language redesigns are likely to appear at some point, but we view this more incremental approach as a flexible and highly productive way to leverage multi-core architectures while developing the basic parallel algorithms and design methods. In fact, we expect that future languages will almost certainly encompass some form (if not the exact form) of the ideas in Ct.
